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ACROSS
1. Veteran sailors
5. Fender guitar, familiarly
10. Improvise vocally
14. Racetrack configuration
15. Frisbee manufacturer
16. Noise from a sty
17. Rowlands of film
18. "The Age of Anxiety" poet W.H.
19. Golden rule word
20. College knowledge
23. Mason's carrier
24. Top dog
25. Stereo output abbr.
28. Mugs
31. Jamaican music
34. Titled Vasilyevich, 1533 to 1584
36. Joined, as a certain team
38. Jay of comedy
39. Crammers' concerns
42. Like some pitches
43. Quattros, e.g.
45. Dirty, messy place
47. Mole, perhaps
48. Penguin features
51. Hundred Acre Wood resident
52. Jezebel's false god
53. Figure to shoot for
55. TV series set in the 24th century
56. One of the Jacksons
59. Cy Young Award winner Blue
60. "Tootsie" Oscar nominee Teri
61. Revise text
62. Country artist McEntire
70. Patronized, as a restaurant
71. Miss, in Mexico (abbr.)
21. Japanese golfer Isao
22. "Five ___ Pieces" (1970 film)
25. Traveler's aid
26. Consume totally
27. Dual variables
29. Clinton's brass
30. Devour, with "up" or "down"
31. Picabo Street, e.g.
32. Horse of the Year from 1960 to 1964
33. Lengthen, as a lead
35. Marseille monarch
37. Lesley Gore's "You Don't ___ Me"
40. Old screen siren West
41. "Get moving!"
44. Go after, as a fly
46. Legal reprieve

DOWN
1. Ancient wrap
2. Not just suggest
3. Angry tirade
4. Part of 1/3
5. Jackknife alternative
6. Dull impact noise
7. Dosage units
8. Oscar winner Don of "Cocoon"
9. More fashionable
10. Sensible, as a strategy
11. President's mil. title
12. Feed the kitty
13. Ring rulings, briefly
49. Kitt who sang "Santa Baby"
50. Screwed up
52. Curling implement
54. River craft
55. Baseball card datum
56. Cake section
57. New Gillette brand in 1977
58. Longtime Lucci role
59. Cy Young Award winner Blue
60. "Tootsie" Oscar nominee Teri
61. Revise text
62. Country artist McEntire
63. One of the Jacksons
64. Country singer Shania
65. Dim over time
66. Dynamic prefix
67. India's official language
68. Windy City paper, with "The"
69. Airport transport
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